26/04/2019

Beard Construction
Allotment News letter
We have been on site now for 36 weeks,
doesn’t time fly when you are having fun,
spring has finally sprung.
We have completed the decorations,
window alterations, Brise Soleil and solar
shading to 4 blocks, with the timber and
cement board cladding a little behind on the
4 blocks
Projected scaffolding removal to block 7 (Kblock) the 20th May to be down in time for
June.
Western
boundary
steelwork
has arrived and is being installed as planned from the Castle Mill side of the
fence with the allotments, this element of work should continue to the end
of the month on the south side of the site, and progress to the northern end
of the site once the south end is completed, Badger activity has been
recorded in the run whilst the work progresses
The exisiting water storage tanks on the allotment side of the fence are full
to the inlet pipe level but due to damage to one of the valves constantly
leaking this should be monitored.

New catch pits have been delivered to replace the old system
which should improve the catchment of the water into the rain
water storage tanks the new connections are bonded intothe sump
and should not leak, Mann Williams is marking up a drawing for
the Castle Mill side of the site to indicate which down pipe is
feeding the water storage tanks . New catch pits have been
delivered to replace the old system which should improve the
catchment of the water into the rain water storage tanks the new
connections are bonded intothe sump and should not leak

Left Badgers eye view of the new run

Roight New mesh installed to connect to the bases to
prevent the badgers digging under the ground within the
run

Temporary protection of the existing fencing spikes has been installed. We have agreed to pass this onto to
the allotment committee when finished with on site. It is 100mm x 25mm
Regards
Paul Renton-Rose

